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Governance of state owned banks

• This is hardly a new problem. The arguments for the 
benefits or costs of state ownership go back decades. 

• Laporta, Shleifer Vishny (LSV 2002) show that state 
ownership results in less development. 

• Several papers attribute it to banks being used by 
governments for political ends.

• One source of discipline – the market, specially debt 
market, e.g.,uninsured deposits, subordinate debt, fails if 
the government bails out banks when there is trouble.
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Literature on TBTF

• It has been a struggle to sharply quantify the TBTF “too 
big to fail” bailout promise. 

• We could argue that large banks are TBTF and see if they 
have low credit spreads.  Acharya et al. (2013). 

–Penas and Unal (2002) on M&As creating large banks

–Morgan and Stiroh (2001) use OCC TBTF designation.

• We could look at times when bailout perceptions are low

–Flannery and Sorescu (1996) use U.S. 1983-1991.

–Sironi (2003) on EU from 1991-2001. 
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Literature on TBTF

• We could look at rating company scores of bailout 
probability. This alters rating, hence spread.

–Morgan and Stiroh (2005); Ueda and di Mauro (2012); 

• Our approach is simple. 

–In India, there is a sharp delineation between banks 
more supported by the state and those less supported 
by the state. We compare the spreads paid by the two. 

–We control for risk and other characteristics 

–Many  interesting sub-results. 
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Indian Banking System

• Single national market. 

–96 major banks with 125,672 branches

–INR 89 trillion deposits, INR 65 trillion loans 

–State-owned PSBs (70% share) coexist with private banks

• Sharp distinctions in ownership

–In PSBs, the state and its surrogates own ~89%

–In private banks, the state is essentially absent.

• Both PSBs and private banks feature large institutions whose 
shares are traded and both issue debt. This lets us quantify the 
bailout promise a little better using modern credit risk 
models. 
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Governance of Indian state owned banks

• In India too, PSB governance remains a vexing issue, 
especially in view of a huge NPA problem. 

• PSB governance can come from many stakeholders. E.g.,  
boards, management, employees. 

–Our focus is on governance from capital markets. 

• We focus on the state’s implicit promise to bail out PSBs. 

–This disincentivizes discipline from PSB creditors. 

• We try to quantify this effect. 
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Dataset

• All private placements between 1996.01 and 2016.12. SDC 
Platinum and Prime database

–Issuer, date, maturity, coupon, credit rating, amount, 
call/put

• Focus on financials

–FIs: 4,741 issues by 127 unique issuers

–Banks: 1,533 issues, 948 PSB, 486 NPB, 99 OPB

• We define short, medium, and long issues. 5, 5-10, 10+. 
Well populated across spectrum. 41%, 38%, 21%
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Dataset

• We match with G-Sec yields — 11.2002 to 05.2016

– 846 issues, 53 banks

• We match with CMIE Prowess Bank financials dataset

• Matching key = ISIN. 

• We match with NUS RMI CRI using ISIN

– DTD (or KMV), PD measures of credit risk
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Debt Issuance Sample
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Some Seasonality
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Time period fixed effects seem appropriate



Sample Characteristics
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Time series of spreads
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Maturity patterns
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FOSD
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Quintiles
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Regression Estimates
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Spreads versus DTD
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1. Downward slope
DTD matters

2. Flatter for PSB?



Spreads versus PD
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1. Upward slope
PD matters

2. Flatter for PSB?



Spread versus size
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1. Large PSBs pay more
2. Private — flat?



Spreads and ratings
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Spreads and maturity
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Short end 
doesn’t escape



PSB Spread predicted using Private data
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Spread = f ( default risk) + controls incl amount, maturity, size



Private spread predicted using PSB data
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Spread = f ( default risk) + controls incl amount, maturity, size



Placebo
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Fake public generated through simulation



Regression Results
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Coefficient of interest



Other bank characteristics
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PSB Risk (In)sensitivity
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Breaking out Private Banks: OPB and NPB
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Robustness
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PSUs not PSBs. That is, non-financial SOEs
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CD results {not shown here}
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• Really short-term uninsured liabilities of banks, 

–Both PSBs and Private banks

–Traded in the market

• Here, one can do within-day analysis. 

• One complication: remaining time to maturity varies a lot

–Fit cubic splines, include log maturity

• We find 9-20 basis points PSB-NPB spread, more in the 
longer end out to 1 year, and relatively insensitive to risk. 



Conclusions

• India offers a unique setting to study implicit bailout promises. 
State-owned PSBs NPBs, OPBs, and markets for instruments with 
reliable price data. We quantify TBTF and present other results. 

• Collateral findings

–Modern DTD and PD risk estimates explain spreads. They 
seem like useful tools even in India.

–For PSBs, it may be useful to look at credit risk in models with 
recapitalization frictions from maintaining state ownership. 

–PSUs spreads > PSB spreads. How do we think of this? Is it the 
value of PSB regulation and supervision by the RBI, while PSUs 
are less checked? 
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Broader implications

• In India, the NSSF has bought INR 360,000 crores ($52 
billion) of PSU debt (FCI, NHAI, Power Finance, REC). 
This is 21% of its assets. 

• This year China has issued $330 billion of debt for its 
state-owned agencies, some in USD, and is repaying about 
$300 billion a year. 

• Shadow debt backed implicitly by the state, but not 
disclosed sufficiently, appears to be a far broader problem, 
even without getting into munis, pension obligations, and 
the like. 
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Thank you!

Questions?



Bank Governance Issues
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Policy thoughts

• Should the state own banks? 

• The LSV answer is no because history and evidence shows 
that political pressures dominate developmental motives.

• Banerjee argues that majority ownership is inappropriate. 
It subjects banks to vigilance oversight and creates risk 
aversion incompatible with risk-taking needed for lending. 
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Policy thoughts

• Should the state own banks? A different channel might 
suggest yes. 

• If the state is going to bail out banks, should it not own the 
upside? An easy implementation is state ownership. 

• If so, the narrative is less about ownership than about the 
control of PSBs? Should the mechanism be to leave the 
state with sufficient ownership but less control? 

–Curiously, this would be the opposite of dual class 
shares. 
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Implementation

• The Bank Boards Bureau is such a step. It lessens state control by 
outsourcing CEO and director appointments away from the state, 
but does not dilute ownership. 

–Has it worked? Good question

• Large minority blockholders can, in principle, work, by providing 
checks on the dominant shareholder. Plenty of research on this. 
But it needs appropriate investors. 

–Powerful enough to be independent-minded

–With relevant long-haul governance expertise. 

• Employee ownership of PSBs may work. The state’s incentive to go 
against shareholder interests decreases when ~800K employees 
are paid or have pensions through PSB shares.
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